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CHAPTER 1

FOLLOWING OUR
FOREBEARS’
FOOTSTEPS:
FROM EXPEDITION

TO UNDERSTANDING

Caroline S. Donnan

In the Beginning: A Vision in Vain?
I’m not sure whether the repetition was consciously planned or merely the

result of circumstance, but somehow every even-numbered year they took us
io the Columbus Zoo; on the odd-numbered years, we pushed display buttons
at the Center for Science and Industry. Either way, the end-of-the-year field
trip came and went each June with clockwork-like predictability. I remember,
in December of my 5th grade year, my friend Jerry Confer told the class exactly
where we’d be going six months before Mrs. Fallon  ever did.

Don’t misunderstand me. I liked the zoo and the science exhibits as much as
any kid. I’m just not sure what they had to do with anything we’d ever done
in class. I do recall that we couldn’t wait for the bus rides back and forth. And
I know these were about the only times any of us left the school grounds from
one year to the next.

When I reached college age, a researcher came to speak to our student-
teaching seminar. Rightly or wrongly, he said, the majority of new teachers
would end up teaching in much the same manner that each had been taught.
Whatever else his statement may have suggested, the image was vivid: There
we were with one week left, Mrs. Fallon  leading a full load of us all set to see
action . . . and there we went, from reptile houses with snakes that never
moved, to polar bears planted on pink blobs of paved bubble gum. I couldn’t
help but wonder if my students were doomed to have the same done to them.

Reworking the Curriculum: No Guts, No Glory
I was lucky. My first year of teaching was saved by three wonderful circum-

stances. First, I was far too busy keeping my head above water to learn how
to get to the nearest zoo. Second, North Andover, Massachusetts, die town in
which our classroom was located dated back to the early 1640s. Finally, I was
new and possessed both blind faith and an untempered reserve of courage.
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Mixed in somewhere was a healthy distaste for last-gasp field trips saved till
June.

But where to begin? I looked around for raw resources-anything that might
free my students and me from the schedule my own teachers had always seemed
to hold so dear. Knowing nothing specifically of local history but convinced
that, since we all lived in a small New England town, we must be sitting right
in the middle of something, I was off and running. In my pocket, I always
kept a supply of file cards to scribble down any excuse I could think of for a
class expedition.

I also searched for engaging questions and tales of everyday life. Together
they served as a catalyst for our activities and provided a common thread to
help lead us from one exploration to the next. My role, then, was as class
storyteller, researching and collecting memorable quips and bits of knowledge,
combining them into a yearlong, real-life narrative told in installments each
noon as 25 of us sat in a circle. From the first day, each of my 3d grade students
adopted the family name of an original settler and thereafter assumed those
settlers’ names and historical roles in everything we did.

I used mornings for subject areas that required the classroom setting. I needed
that time, too, to ensure myselfsolid standing in the eyes ofparents who looked
for familiar 3d grade seatwork  each day in their children’s bookbags  and who
might not understand the value of our expeditions until later in the year.
Afternoons, though, were reserved for going out into the field to poke around
backyards, crawl into cellar holes, pore over gravestones, or discover hideouts
for the Underground Railroad. Very quickly it became precious time to all of
us, and we guarded that time zealously.

In due course, we reeuacted  our way in and out ofa full-day sabbath (Sunday)
in the oldest meetinghouse, a kidnapping by Indians near the town whipping
post, six town meetings in original taverns and inns, a roof fire, the rules of
colonial etiquette from school desk to dinner table, a day in the haunted Loring
homestead, ciphering on slates under the tutelage of “Old Put,” and, among
other things, a trial from the actual court records of Sarah Carrier’s witchcraft
indictment.

When we couldn’t get to real locations, we worked on constructing our own
original one-room “town founder’s house” (located at one end ofthe classroom)
or practiced scenes that eventually became “Starting from Scratch,” a full-
length musical relating the town’s earliest history. We also spent a substantial
amount oftime writing settler diaries, field notes, notices for the meetinghouse,
town records, sermons, poems, trip lists, hymns, project progress reports,
hypotheses, and conclusions. And we drew maps and charts, costumes and
scenery, fences and rooftops.

By the end of the year, 7th graders and high school seniors, required to pass
a course covering the town’s history, came to learn from us. The 3d graders
led them on several explorations, but one of the most memorable was archi-
tectural. “See that roof and see how it has more on it than that one?” Courtney
began. “Why do you think they did that-the extra, I mean?” Pitched roof led
to saltbox and saltbox to hip, then on to gambrel, and eventually mansard.
Each roof had a reason for being, explained Courtney and several other voices
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around her. So did each floor plan, each chimney shape and placement, each
fence type, each gravestone and the symbolic art on it. As eight-year-olds ran
down three-hundred-year-old roads to point out their discoveries, learning that
had once been tentative took the form of a much more confident “Don’t you
see?” Each of our original questions, posed as catalysts for afternoon expedi-
tions, had come full circle as students helped others join in their process.

All along the way, whether on a shared exploration, through settler diaries,
or in their class musical, each colonist was always sure to point out his or her
family’s role in each episode. Rather than learning about history, they became
that history, and all made sure they wouldn’t be forgotten. Most of all, our
afternoons were alive with that wonderful excitement that comes from per-
sonally digging in and doing. There clearly wasn’t enough space in the class-
room as we explored, discovered, verified, and authenticated three hundred
years of the human adventure.

We had but one problem. In all the pages of the neatly typed, carefully
bound, district-required social studies curriculum, never once was there men-
tion of any of this.

“Doing” the Curriculum: Patterns and Processes in Action
For accountability’s sake, I kept an ongoing checklist. Early in the year, for

instance, as we sat on our knees interpreting the original house-lot plan for the
town, students began to get a sense of North, South, East, and West. Allison
addressed the others, “I’m thinking of a place east of the river, way south of
the common, and to the west from Goody Foster’s land.” Nathan walked his
fingers from Allison’s lot to that of Goodman Farnum. I took the page I’d
copied from the social studies teacher’s edition and put a temporary check
beside “Directions. ” Several days later we drew large squares over the plan and
superimposed a topographical map ofthe area. By Friday, teams ofthree  settlers
used familiar landforms to find their actual homesites out in the field. I soon
knew I could mark off “Map Skills” with confidence. The checklist, now
tucked in the back of my file box, was a reference point for studies that naturally
unfolded around us.

When Krissy asked why so many ofthe lots were on a hill, but some definitely
weren’t, we had ample reason to cover “Economic Principles, ” “Community, ”
and eventually “Government.” Later in the year we explored a family’s chimney
with seats built on the inside of each wall and on one outing Jamie found one
of “his” family gravestones bearing news that he had “departed this life . . .
being melted to death by extreme heat.” Even “Climate” fell into place.

It would have been easy to become swept up in our growing enthusiasm.
So, from time to time, I went back to that original checklist, reviewing its
contents, and reassessing how the district would  say we were doing. My own
goal was fairly simple: to substantiate clearly each of our field studies-to “toe
the line,” as the settlers would say-while taking time to dance along it, too.

Unraveling the town’s history, then, became the common vehicle for cov-
ering many skill and subject areas. It was also a wonderful excuse to put students
in the position of discoverers, gatherers, and inquirers.
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To usher in each afternoon’s activities, students collected materials and field
notes from projects in progress, donned ancestral name cards, and gathered for
the day’s introduction. Our afternoon studies followed a general pattern that
recurred throughout the year: (1) information and/or story, (2) key question,
(3) planning, (4) exploration, (5) recording, (6) sharing, and (7) new questions,
connections, information.

Usually a story formed the basis of each study, told aloud from my file card
notes. A key question at the end (initiated either by a student or by me) served
to introduce the accompanying exploration. I might, for example, ask the
Reverend Francis Dane (3d grade Paul) to come sit beside me as I told how
each of the minister’s three wives died, how his third wife had been the only
woman to have land in her own name, and how the Reverend had played a
leading role in trying to stay the frenzy ofwitchcraft. Telling how his daughters
and even the minister himself were eventually accused of witchcraft, I shifted
the focus toward our trip to the Dane homestead: “As the Reverend Mr. Dane’s
neighbors and parishioners, be thinking what traces of evidence you might
find that would lead you to suspect even him of witchcraft.”

Typically, class planning sessions preceded field expeditions. During these,
settlers began to speak up and protect what they believed were their individual
roles. Goodmen  (that is, Mr.) Osgood and Holt, for instance, knew they had
laid out some of the first roads in town. They took the lead in plotting the
route to the Reverend Mr. Dane’s house. Goodmen  Johnson (fence-viewer)
and Lovejoy  (surveyor of highways) checked which fields we could cut across
along the way and Goodman Barker was by now familiar with every bridge
in town, having planned them all originally. Meanwhile Goodman Parker
(scrivener  by trade) collected class clipboards, Samuel Blanchard (owner of the
local paper mill) affixed record sheets, while Benjamin Woodbridge (teacher
and first to graduate from Harvard) insisted on passing out pens. To claim a
job during each expedition, students had to explain their families’ qualifications
according to the times.

Next came actual exploration in the field. For this particular trip, Goodmen
Allen and Bridges (constables) were responsible for pulling up the rear as we
walked to the site itself. John Osgood (head of the militia), on the other hand,
led the way. Innkeepers Faulkner, Parker, and Great John Frye (all 300 pounds
ofhim)  manned the cooler (or in cold weather, the thermos), which was usually
pulled in our class wagon by one of the Farnum family (wheelwrights for four
generations).

As we approached the Dane house lot, we reviewed the day’s key question
and how we would keen records. Then. “What here might nossiblv look a bit
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witchy?” and the settlers were off to comb the premLes. Their findings-
sketches or words recorded in a boxlike grid-would become material for the
next day’s discussion.

“I think it has to do with forks. Reverend Dane had some. Did you see them?
Remember in the Parson Barnard House they didn’t have any at all? Just knives
and spoons in that house. Why was there a fork in this house and not in that
one? I think it looks like the thing a devil holds. You know, his pointy fork,”

reported one student. Goodman Ballard, the first to bring a witchcraft case
against a citizen, would later use this information in our own witchcraft trial.

Finally, we would end the Dane expedition by tying it to the original story:
“And when Goody Lovejoy finally saw him carrying the big, black kettle, she
absolutely knew it had to be . . .” I filled in a bit of historical background for
the frenzy, settlers wrote in diaries, and this trip soon became the stepping-
stone to other stories, expeditions, and eventually the trial.

Thus, each of our many studies reconfirmed the basic pattern, moving from
information or story to key question, then from careful planning to field
exploration, and on to recording, sharing, and finally to new questions, con-
nections, information. Beyond that format, the actual order of these field
experiences became critical. Students were primed for the subtleties of a min-
ister’s being accused of witchcraft, for instance, because they had already fully
explored and then reenacted the colonial sabbath day-from writing their own
hymns, prayers, sermons, rules of conduct, and public notices to researching
and recreating the noon-house meal, clothing, tithing rod discipline, the dea-
coning of hymns, seating plans, deaf pews, and ancestral responsibilities for
that day.

“Minding” the Curriculum: From Process to Hypothesis
Far beyond the pure adventure of our expeditions, the sort of thinking that

naturally evolved because of them was and is remarkable. One such time was
the week Captain Dudley Bradstreet (Nicole) spent “dignifying the pews”-
creating a seating plan for the meetinghouse according to social status. A
disagreeable task in those days, this ranking was historically a source of deep
jealousies and hard feelings. No one in our class could believe Nicole wouldn’t
love the job, though they had heard Bradstreet detested it. Nicole went from
classmate to classmate, interviewing them about their work, their family, their
possessions, property, and livestock. As she sorted and reordered her stack of
note cards (one for each classmate), anxious settlers peeked over her shoulders,
offered free labor for favors in return, dropped their previous complaints from
the constables’ agenda. Despite many simultaneous activities, the room began
to revolve around Nicole. I could feel the pockets of resentment, the relief of
do-gooders.

Diary time proved fruitful. I began, “Captain Dudley Bradstreet has been
busy dignifying the pews for sabbath day. As a fellow citizen, how do you
think he’s doing?” Pencils scratched purposefully at paper notebooks.

“Not good. Once he sued me but it wasn’t my horse that did the damage (a
true incident). I bet I’ll be put in the back.” Another settler wrote, “He caught
my husband with a hat in court. He was more or less right because it is the law
to do that. So, he doesn’t like me. I think Bradstreet is okay. George Abbott
is making lots of cushions for the meetinghouse. He likes Bradstreet. I think I
do, too. Probably.” Some students wrote about where they thought Dudley
would be in ten years: “He makes me mad. I surely would like to have his job
today.” The 3d grade was not surprised to hear in later stories that Bradstreet
was at once one of the most respected citizens (called the “worshipful Mr.
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Bradstreet”) and then, soon after, an accused witch who was driven from his
home and into hiding by fellow citizens.

Often our explorations focused directly on hypotheses. For instance, the first
ofnumerous Burying Ground Expeditions centered on investigating a common
belief: “People say settlers didn’t live as long as we do these days. What can
you find here to prove whether or not that is true?” The class spread out to
inspect gravestones. Scribbled columns of notes later turned into graphs and
charts, subtraction and regrouping, smallpox and diptheria, questions and
conclusions. Justin ran back to check in: “I got a ton ofkids  dead! I think you’re
right. I think they died not very old.” Not everyone in the class was ready for
higher-level thinking.

“But those were only some of them. And we got 46 more grown-ups than
kids,” reported Jonathan.

Now we were getting there. I asked the group collected on the grass, “Why
did the children die?” Once again the troops scattered to re-search the burying
ground.

“I think the kids got sick,” offered Darren. Eventually the class discovered
that sickness was rarely listed on “grown-up gravestones” but was specifically
mentioned on the headstones of many children. Putting that together with a
tally of how many people died at what ages, we came full circle to questions,
connections, information. In point of fact, if settlers survived the first five years
of life, their chances for survival were the same as they are today.

History provided a wealth of these questions ripe for exploration. One of
my favorites was from the Johnson Cottage Expedition: “Ifceilings were lower
and beds not nearly so long, were people shorter back then?” But that’s another
episode . .

Often we began these
As in colonial davs. use

inquiries with an initial vote on the questions at hand.
of a bean sienified a neaative resnonse and a kernel of

corn a positive one:  We repeated thevprocess agiin after dur investigations had
been completed. Almost always, this encouraged further analytical thinking,
both individually and as a class. Over and over again discussions began with,
“You changed your vote. What made you decide to do that?” Eventually we
made a big poster to hang from the overhead heating pipes in our classroom:
“Have a reason for what you believe” became an expected standard for class
discussion.

In addition, a long time line stretched under a window sill that spanned one
side of our room. I had to remember that eight-year-olds who fumbled with
the concept of a month did not always move with total ease or comprehension
from one century to the next. This time line prompted new awakenings and
some funny discussions. Completely oriented to everyday inventions, it helped
students put our trips in proper context.

A case in point, our Trunks and Trappings Expedition began with a visit to
the local historical society. Karen wrinkled up her nose as she examined old
clothing from one of the collections. ,“It’s not really that nice,” she commented.
Upon checking her observation against the time line, we talked about the
ramifications of life 100 years before scissors, 250 years before the zipper, and
280 years before any safety pins made it to America. That was not history as
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INVENTIONS TIME LINE
1642
1676
1683
1690
1693
1704
1709
1739
1750
1755
1755
1760
1761
1771
1775
1778
17%
1799
1800
1805
1807
1807
1816
1820
1824
1827
1x30
1830
1832
1834
1834
1837

cast-iron stove
screwdriver
12-&h r u l e r
bicycle (no pedals)
wallpaper (England)
newspaper editions
piano (Italy)
glass-making company (hmerica)
umbrella (England)
mirrors a luxury
drinking glasses a luxury
pencil factory (Germany)
scissors now common
razors (France)
toilet
locks and keys
vaccinarion
anaesthetics
battery (Italy)
push lawn mower
rrreet  lights (England)
steamship
fire extinguisher
rubber band
cement
canera (France)
sewing machine
railroads (England)
streettar (New York)
matches
refrigerator
telegraph

1839 bicycle
1840 StatlIpS
1850 C~~yOllS
186a washing machine
1864 window shades
1865 dynamite (Sweden)
1867 barbed wire
1870 ice cream factory (England)
1813 typewriter
1876 telephone
1877 record player
1880 EDT
1880 lightbulb
1880 breakfast cereal
1884 fountain pen
1885 cm opener
1895 movies (France)
1895 radio (Italy)
1899 fapc recorder (France)
1899 aspirin
1901 “ilC”“rn cleaner
1904 ice cream cone
1905 airplane
1913 ripper
1914 trafftc lights
1918 women could vote
1926 television
1932 parking meter
1935 hearing aids
1938 ballpoint pn
1940 safety pin

we normally think of it, but it made us pause, think, and look again a little
more closely.

Undergirding the Curriculum: Logistics for Success
In addition to our patterned format, field experiences suggested specific

procedures and equipment as well. Since all our trips were on foot, there were
several key ingredients that were important to their success. The first was our
tried and true little red wagon. We kept two in the classroom and took them
on every outing. They were perfect for carrying emergency supplies, drinks,
magnifying glasses, shovels, blankets, or even a settler with blisters. Wagon
duty was always a favorite job.

Second, I always carried a whistle. Once we had gotten to a site and I had
laid out boundaries, I believed in letting the students scatter in pairs to do their
research. One long blast on the whistle meant “freeze wherever you are and
listen for an update”; two short chirps meant “finish up and head to ‘the
hearth.’ ” (Since the hearth was the center of every colonial home, it became
our trade name for a common meeting place.)

Third, clear expectations for behavior were critical. I arranged for one parent
or student teacher to be on tap during every outing, who served one primary
function: to provide a fast and firm trip back to school for students who
exceeded two behavior warnings. The review of guidelines before we left, my
whistle, and a raised hand signal usually did the trick.
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As we walked along, students chatted with one another. But the rule was
that when I raised my hand and stopped, talking stopped too. Our first two
class trips literally consisted of merely practicing how to go down the road,
stop, get instructions, and move on again. We had similar practice sessions
with the one- and two-whistle routines, scattering and recollecting. This was
a little embarrassing as passersby slowed and stared at our antics. If at first I
felt uncomfortable with such a public regimen, within a week I knew it was a
key factor in differentiating our expeditions from the wild and woolly recesses
back at school. Mothers relaxed as we crossed busy streets. I relaxed as we
crossed neighborhood lawns. Together we had an easy, orderly way to com-
municate and then get on with both the business and the excitement at hand.

Fourth, we named each expedition. With a common method for pinpointing
which set of experiences we were talking about, we could easily refer to past
history as well as past learnings.

Since nearly every trip involved some form of record keeping, 11-by-14-
inch pieces of hard cardboard were a fifth key ingredient. These made inex-
pensive and indispensable clipboards. Before each exploration, recording sheets
were taped to the boards, preventing the papers from coming unclipped or
from blowing away. An additional sheet was always the bottom layer. It gave
us the flexibility to change recording procedures or to do impromptu writing.
Allowing several extra inches at the bottom of each board gave students room
to rest their hands comfortably as their writing approached the end of a page.
All clipboards came with settler names on them from the beginning, so those
who couldn’t resist poking pencil holes through them eventually lived with
their own destruction.

Every student also had a felt-tip pen that was clipped onto a large yarn loop.
These were worn around their necks each time we left school grounds. The
felt tips alleviated both the problem ofbroken  pencil points and the aggravation
of ballpoint pens that won’t write upside down. By indoctrinating students to
hold the plastic top with one hand and pull the pen from it with the other, tops
always stayed clipped onto the yarn and were seldom lost. This also left
students’ hands and pockets free whenever they weren’t actually recording
observations.

Finally, file cards and name cards were almost always with us. The settler
name cards were wonderful tools for making our daily transition to another
place and time in history. Printed in large letters and coated in clear contact
paper, they were durable as well as helpful in calling one another by our historic
names. In addition, I kept a continual supply of 3-byd-inch file cards in my
pocket. As I collected stories, they were easy to rearrange; new facts and
anecdotes were integrated with old ones or set aside for special attention. In
the field, follow-up questions, observations about a given child, ideas for future
projects, quotes from excited settlers, or reminders of the day’s objectives were
easily scribbled and then filed for later use.

Realizing the Curriculum: A Cross-Check with Reality
Our study contained several inherent elements that deserve mention.

Throughout our many field experiences, not every child was perfect. Certainly
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the spell was broken the day Beth Nelson’s Irish setter followed us along the
side of Old Academy Road and tipped over a neighbor’s rabbit hutch. But a
continual emphasis on record keeping, writing, reasoning, and accountability
cleared potential fears from parents or from the administration and got us
through the times when other people thought I was whistling in the dark. We
had a definite purpose in being where we were, doing what we did, and
everyone understood our assignment was to come back with material for future
learning. That, in and of itself, made all the difference.

Another critical element in our study was the students’ enthusiasm. From
the outset, I wanted to involve the class by digging in and doing. The point
was to do more than dress up like Thanksgiving Pilgrims, eat cranberry sauce
off paper plates, and talk to Indians sporting crayola feathers. I wanted students
to see differently the places they walked by every day and explore actively
some of the things that make people tick. I wanted them to think. And I hoped
they would feel the meaningfulness of their learning as well as the more obvious
excitement of discovery.

Originally, I thought our backyard history would span about a month-
better too short than too long. Instead, it grew and grew. At the end of an
entire year we still searched for extra days and moments. Both our work on
the “founder’s house” and on the musical came into being when we looked for
ways to extend our trips and bring the class’s excitement inside. It would be
dishonest to pretend either occurred without a great deal of borrowed time and
more than a few after-school permission slips. On the other hand, it never
occurred to any of us to stand in the way of honest momentum.

In Retrospect: A Vision Revitalized
Every once in a while, I think back to student teaching, to that college

researcher and his grim prediction. More often, though, I wonder what my
own elementary schoolmates would think of this present 3d grade class. I am
not sure whether they would agree that I teach in the manner all of us had once
been taught. Certainly they would see traces, for I doubt whether I am a
negative instance for every statistic. But I should be proud if they said that at
least these 3d grade settlers had a chance to learn in ways that many students
learn best:

l by exploring, reexploring, and exploring a little harder
l by asking, listening, and writing
l by recording, comparing, connecting, and thinking always ofanother way

of seeing
l and, most of all, by doing

Now, if I needed to, I suppose I could create some extra time to get my class
to the nearest zoo. It is possible that our town may even have a center for
science and industry close by. I think, however, that our explorations have
reaffirmed something very important in my teaching and in my students’ lives
as well-something my 5th grade friend, Jerry Confer, probably knew all
along. With all there is to learn and do in the outside world, we really shouldn’t
wait around until June to get started.
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